Barnham Broom C of E VA Primary School
Curriculum Planning
English
Traditional poems: reading and writing
poems taking inspiration from Robert
Louis Stevenson.

Maths
Art / DT
Painting: cave paintings; different skills
and techniques in mark making.

The Story of the Blue Planet: fiction

mainly with some non-fiction elements;
ending with writing our own stories.

Multiplication and Division: continued
from Autumn i

Measurement: length, perimeter and
area
Number: fractions; continuing into
Spring ii

Invaders and Settlers
Topic

Spring term i (Jan.—Feb.)

Changes in Britain from the Stone Age
to the Iron Age: whirlwind tour of
British prehistory; snapshots of life up
to the Roman invasion.
Focus on: surviving the Stone Age;
Skara Brae; becoming a copper child
(Bronze Age); Stonehenge; Iron Age
hillforts.

French (with Miss Bacon)
Next steps in learning French

RE
What is the Trinity?: started in Autumn
ii

Science

PE (with Mrs O’Grady and Mr Davis)

Skeletons and muscles: naming the key
bones and muscles in the human body;
learning their purposes; explaining how
they work and why they are important.

Swimming on Thursdays
Carousel on Wednesdays

Music
Ukulele tuition: whole class tuition
provided by the Norfolk Music Hub; 10
week project

Computing
Drawing and desktop publishing

Barnham Broom C of E VA Primary School
Curriculum Planning

English
 Find

and read some traditional poems:
you copy them out and illustrate them,
or write your own version

 Create

your own planet: what would it
be like?; who would be in charge?;
would there be any problems?

 Write

Science

Maths

 How

 Y3

many bones and muscles do
humans have?: do these change with
age?

 Complete

a bone map of the human
body: what is the name of every bone?

 Investigate

the skeleton: http://learningcenter.homesciencetools.com/article/
skeletons-and-bones-science-projects/

times tables: 3x, 4x and 8x tables

 Y4

times tables: all times tables up to 12
x 12

 MyMaths

and Mathsframe websites for
extra tuition and games: I have set some
activities in MyMaths but they are not
compulsory

a story set on your planet

French
Topic
 Look

at the satellite view on Google
Maps or Earth: can you spot any lumps
and bumps in the ground?; what could
they be?
out more about Britain from the
early Stone Age to the Iron: pick an area
which really interests you

Invaders and Settlers

 Top

up your French by visiting the Espresso website

Homework due
Friday 7th February

 Clips

to help with pronunciation and vocabulary found here: https://
www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/subjects/z39d7ty

 Find

 What

was life like?: what did people
wear?; eat and drink?; worship?; live?

Computing

Art/DT
 Create

your own cave art

 Investigate

http://kinderart.com/artlessons/painting/make-your-own-cavepaint/

 Use

Microsoft Publisher to create an
information poster

 Use

e.g. Paint 3D: what can it do?; what
can you draw?; cave paintings?

